
features 

• latest printhead design

• drop size of 17 pl

• efficient ink delivery system

• hp advanced pigment ink

• for use with hp deskjet 5550 series and
hp photosmart 7150 / 7350 printers

• works together with hp no.57 tri-colour
inkjet print cartridge

• ‘interchangeable’ with hp no.58 photo
inkjet print cartridge

• single snap-out/drop-in cartridge

hp no.56 black inkjet print cartridge
The HP No.56 Black Inkjet Print Cartridge (c6656ae) is a high quality cartridge designed for use with the 
HP Deskjet 5550 series and HP Photosmart 7150 and 7350 printers.

Delivering tiny 17 picolitre drops of high density, pigment-based black ink, it produces consistently crisp, laser-
quality black text. The No.56 cartridge also works together with the HP No.57 Tri-colour Inkjet Print Cartridge used
in these printers to produce superb quality graphics and text-based documents, such as promotional material,
brochures, newsletters and other professional documents.

quality and value for money
With 416 nozzles and a firing frequency of up to 18 kHz, this cartridge will produce crisp, sharp results 
with no bleed or feathering. An efficient ink delivery system ensures maximum number of pages from a 
compact cartridge: its 19 ml capacity gives it the ability to print an average of 450 pages at 5% density. 

‘swap out’ for six-colour printing and outstanding lightfastness
In normal use, the HP No.56 black cartridge works together with the HP No.57 tri-colour cartridge to produce high
quality colour outputs. However, for ultimate photo quality, the No.56 cartridge can temporarily be replaced with
the HP No.58 Photo Inkjet Print Cartridge (c6658ae) to create a six-colour ink system.

The light magenta, light cyan and black inks of the No.58 cartridge combine with the cyan, magenta and yellow
inks of the No.57 cartridge to produce virtually grain-free images of a quality equal to that of traditional photos.
When used with new HP Premium Plus Photo Paper, this system produces prints with a lightfastness that lasts 
for generations.

sharp results

benefits 

• 416 nozzles and a firing frequency of up to
18 kHz for outstanding print quality

• even sharper and crisper black text and graphics

• 19 ml capacity gives an average of 450 pages
(at 5% density)

• deliver high density prints and professional results
on any paper

• scientifically designed to interact with hp colour
inkjet printers to deliver consistently crisp,
laser-quality black text 

• superb quality graphics and images - for
newsletters, brochures and other professional
documents

• ‘swap out’ cartridge for a six-colour ink system -
more realistic skin tones, enhanced contrasts,
brighter, more vibrant colours and exceptional
resistance to fading

• clean, fast and easy with a single snap-out/drop-in
black inkjet print cartridge
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hp inkjet print cartridge product specifications

hp no.56 black inkjet print cartridge
p/n c6656ae
hp selection no. 56
ink volume 19 ml
yield (average) 450 pages, A4 at 5% coverage
dimensions (l x w x d) 140 x 112 x 35 mm
wt. 82.8 g

frequently asked questions 

what are the key benefits of the
hp no.56 black cartridge?
The main benefits of this cartridge
result from the use of pigmented
ink that enables the placement of
extremely small drops which are
precisely positioned on the page.
Overall, this cartridge has been
specifically designed to work with
HP colour inkjet printer technology
to produce crisp, laser-quality results.

how does it work with the 
hp no.57 cartridge?
The HP No.57 cartridge is a
tri-colour inkjet print cartridge
containing cyan, magenta and
yellow inks. The two cartridges
work together to deliver superb
quality for colour graphics - 
with rich black text - making 
them an ideal combination for
promotional literature such as
brochures, newsletters and other
high-value documents.

where does the hp no.58
cartridge fit in?
For ultimate photo quality results,
the HP No.56 black cartridge can
be temporarily removed and
replaced with the HP No.58 Photo
Inkjet Print Cartridge. This contains
three inks - light cyan, light
magenta and dye-based black –
which work in combination with
the standard CMY inks of the
HP No.57 Tri-colour Inkjet Print
Cartridge to create a new six-
colour system that is central to
HP Photoret IV technology.

won’t the cartridge dry out
outside the printer?
Each HP No.58 Photo Inkjet Print
Cartridge comes with a print
cartridge protector - which can 
be used to store either cartridge
(i.e. the No.58 or No.56) when
not in use.

could I mix up the no.56 and
no.58 cartridges ?
While both cartridges are
designed to swap between the
same slot in the printer, they are
clearly colour coded to minimise
the possibility of mistakes. The
HP No.56 black cartridge has 
a grey lid, while the HP No.58
photo cartridge features a red lid.

which printers offer hp photoret IV
technology?
The HP Deskjet 5550 series and
HP Photosmart 7150 and 7350
printers can all be used to realise
the benefits of HP Photoret IV
technology in conjunction with the
HP No.57 and No.58 cartridges.


